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THE LAW OF SPOLIATION

ISSUES OF ETHICS, EVIDENCE AND TORT LAW

The topic of this morning’s “optional” session is spoliation, which in the legal sense is the loss, destruction or alteration of evidence. Specifically, this paper will analyze the legal issues of spoliation as a matter of ethics, evidence and tort law. The discussion will review the origin and elements of spoliation, examine its consequences under ethical, evidentiary and tort considerations, and conclude with some personal ruminations on professionalism.

I. SPOLIATION - ETYMOLOGY

Lawyers love Latin. We don’t really understand it; but when in doubt and particularly in the presence of the innocent public, we resort to (or hide behind) our pet Latin phrases, such as, res ipsa loquitur, forum non conveniens, res gestae, quantum, and the ever popular ejusdem generis rule. When normal people catch on, lawyers (few of us who have ever heard of Cicero or read Ceasar’s Gallic Wars) shorten, mutilate, and mis-pronounce Latin terms into legal vulgate, such as “race ipsa,” “fnc,” and the like.

All of which brings us, albeit circuitously, to the Roman roots for the English word “spoliation.” Sometime during the darkness of the Middle Ages, future English speaking folk borrowed from the Latin verb “spoliare,” meaning to plunder or rob, to create the English verb “spoliate” and its progeny “spoliation” and “spoliator.” In everyday usage, “spoliation” is the act of plundering, robbery, deprivation, sometimes associated with the spoils of war.¹ The legal definition - the destruction, loss, damage or alteration of evidence - obtains from its less common definition - the act of injury, especially beyond reclaim. Lest we forget its Roman origin, Black’s Law Dictionary underscores its heritage, quoting the Latin maxim “Omnia praesumuntur contra
spoliatorem,” or loosely, “all things are presumed to the disadvantage of the one who despoils or destroys,” i.e., the spoliator.

II SPOLIATION - ELEMENTS OF SPOLIATION

Although decisions greatly vary, the usual elements of spoliation include the following:

1. The existence of pending or probable litigation;
2. Knowledge of same by the spoliator;
3. The existence of a duty to protect or preserve evidence;
4. Intentional or negligent destruction, loss or alteration of evidence by one with such duty;
5. Causation; and
6. Disruption of, or harm to, a litigant’s case.

The existence of a legal duty can arise under statute, regulation, written or oral contract, court order, discovery request, ethical rule, or document retention policies/requirements. In absence of same, the existence of a legal duty by a spoliator in favor of the litigant is not always so clear-cut, though some authorities would infer the duty as merely incidental to the spoliator’s knowledge of the possibility of litigation. Some courts decline to find spoliation without an express duty, while others uphold a duty under common law or general principles of negligence, i.e., due care under the circumstances.

The existence of damages resulting from spoliation is self-evident in some cases. However, issues of causation and damages present difficult fact questions in others, particularly when the lost evidence is a remotely related to a claim or defense or is a secondary piece of circumstantial evidence. In many instances the actual harm to a claim or defense, the damages,
cannot be measured. Accordingly, some courts require that the impacted party present extrinsic evidence that lost evidence would have been helpful to its case or damaging to the spoliator’s."

**III ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Ethics is the easiest part of the paper. As lawyers, we are ethically bound to preserve and protect evidence. For example, the ABA Model Rule 3.4 of Professional Conduct prohibits a lawyer from unlawfully obstructing another party’s access to evidence or altering, destroying or concealing a document or material having evidentiary value. These ethical rules underscore our sometimes ignored role as “officers of the court” bound to promote the fair administration of justice for the good of the public (or, *pro bono publico*, for you die-hard Latinates). Thus, a lawyer may not spoliate evidence or be complicit with others who do.

Ethical considerations also prescribe the lawyer’s affirmative obligations to protect evidence, as the property of clients or others. ABA Mode Rule 1.15(a) requires that a lawyer “shall hold property of clients and third-parties . . . in connection with a representation separate from the lawyer’s property. . . . [P]roperty [other than funds] shall be identified as such and appropriately safeguarded.” While this rule principally focuses on client funds and accounts, it is applicable to all types of client and third-party property, including evidence. Thus, a lawyer’s negligent spoliation of evidence violates this duty and could provide the premise for ethical and malpractice proceedings.

**IV SPOLIATION AMID LITIGATION - TRADITIONAL REMEDIES**

Spoliation, by legal definition, pertains to the loss of evidence - the stuff of trials. Thus, in most instances, spoliation is an issue addressed by the trial court when one party complains of prejudice resulting from the alteration or loss of evidence.
The English case *Armory v. Delamirte* in 1722 addressed spoliation through evidentiary rules. The case involved an action in trover by the son of a chimney sweep. The lad had found a jewel piece and presented it to a jeweler for valuation. The jeweler refused to return it. Pratt, C.J. of The King’s Bench in Middlesex upheld the right of the lad to maintain an action in trover against all (including the jeweler), but its rightful owners. However, its value could not be determined since the jeweler kept it, and the court instructed the jury that it was free to presume the jewel was of the highest value.

This evidentiary instruction to the trier of fact is typically referred to as the “spoliation inference.” This inference or instruction is the most common response by trial judges to spoliation. Nonetheless, there is considerable disagreement as to the breadth of the inference, its effect on the parties’ respective proof obligations, and whether rebuttal evidence is allowed. Some commentators argue for an irrebuttable presumption, while others contend that the spoliation inference should be substantially restricted or guided by new rules of evidence.

In order to “level the playing field” between litigants when spoliation has occurred, trial courts also resort to various procedural, discovery and evidentiary rules as well as their “inherent powers” in the administration of justice. These remedies include prohibition or limitation of expert or other testimony related to the spoliated evidence, monetary sanctions, such as paying for the restoration of the damaged evidence, awards of fees and costs to the party bringing the spoliation motion, and even dismissal of the action and striking of defenses in egregious cases of willful spoliation.

In most cases, the charge of spoliation relates to the loss or destruction of documents or physical evidence. However, the issue is certainly one of great importance in cases involving
electronic evidence, e-mails, data bases, etc. In personal injury practice, a few courts have addressed the contention of spoliation involving the claimant’s physical condition. For example, when a plaintiff undergoes an invasive medical procedure before the defendant has an opportunity to conduct an independent medical evaluation or before plaintiff responds to an outstanding request for same, some defendants seek relief under spoliation remedies. Courts typically decline to recognize spoliation in such instances, but one court indicated that a spoliation inference would have been appropriate if the surgery was done while a defense request for evaluation was pending.

**V THE TORT OF SPOLIATION**

The economic disasters of 2001 and 2002 have revealed some extreme and very public cases of spoliation of pre-litigation evidence, typically accounting and electronic records. In extreme cases, these acts are dealt with as criminal matters for obstruction of justice. In the civil arenas, some writers argue that there is an ever-expanding practice of spoliation which cannot be remedied or deterred by traditional sanctions and evidentiary rulings. These authors contend that a broad tort remedy for spoliation is needed, concluding (somewhat simplistically in the undersigned’s view) that specific remedies should be judicially created to right wrongs as a matter of public policy. Indeed, over the last two decades, a number of states have recognized a tort remedy for spoliation. California opened the door in 1984 when an appellate court first recognized the tort of spoliation under just such general principles. Quoting William L. Prosser, *Handbook of the Law of Torts* § 1, at 3 (4th de. 1971), the California court announced:

> New and nameless torts are being recognized constantly, and the progress of the common law is marked by many cases of first impression, in which the court has struck out boldly to create a new
cause of action, where none had been recognized before. The intentional infliction of mental suffering . . . the invasion of [the] right of privacy, the denial of [ [the] right to vote, the conveyance of land to defeat a title, the infliction of prenatal injuries, the alienation of the affections of a parent, . . . to name only a few instances, could not be fitted into any accepted classifications when they first arose, but nevertheless have been held to be torts. The law of torts is anything but static, and the limits of its development are never set. When it becomes clear that the plaintiff’s interests are entitled to legal protection against the conduct of the defendant, the mere fact that the claim is novel will not of itself operate as a bar to the remedy.\textsuperscript{21}

Though subsequent California intermediate courts joined in the new action, the California Supreme Court overruled the new action in 1998:

\textquoteleft\textquoteleft The intentional destruction of evidence is a grave affront to the cause of justice and deserves our unqualified condemnation. There are, however, existing and effective nontort remedies for this problem. Moreover, a tort remedy would impose a number of undesirable social costs, as well as running counter to important policies against creating tort remedies for litigation-related misconduct.\textsuperscript{22}\textquoteright\textquoteright

In spite of California’s retreat and misgivings expressed here in Florida and elsewhere, several states currently permit tort actions for intentional and/or negligent spoliation.\textsuperscript{23}

In those cases where the duty to preserve evidence arises under contract or statute, the legal relief is determined through application and interpretation of the pertinent statute and/or contract law. Courts, however, struggle when a tort remedy is sought in absence of a contractual or statutory obligation to protect evidence.\textsuperscript{24} Nonetheless, a few courts have upheld this tort remedy as a matter of common law or as a traditional negligence claim. These courts, however, are clearly of a minority view.\textsuperscript{25}
Many thorny issues arise once the tort door to the spoliation box is “opened.” The Pandoric swarm of ancillary issues is practically endless, *i.e.*, should the spoliation tort action be tried with the underlying legal action; if so, how should a court protect against undue prejudice or influence with respect to the principal claim; does *respondeat superior* (more Latin) apply for employee’s intentional spoliation contrary to the employer’s policy, is there coverage for spoliation under property, WC/EL or CGL policies, does workers’ compensation immunity apply to spoliating employers, is the damage one’s litigious expectations a “property” loss or injury, and so forth. In light of the foregoing, it is our view that spoliation is better dealt with by experienced trial judges utilizing the full panoply of the traditional remedies.

**VI SPOLIATION AND PROFESSIONALISM**

It is risky business to talk about professionalism in the practice of law. Any discussion of professionalism among lawyers is inherently fraught with substantial uncertainty and even disagreement about the meaning of the term. Nor can this uncertainty and disagreement be resolved by dictionary definitions, *i.e.*, the conduct, aims or qualities that characterize or mark a profession or a professional person. It does not take Clarence Darrow to “cover a multitude of [unprofessional] sins” with such a standard for professionalism.

Query, then, is professionalism the utmost of ethical practice? After all, our former code of ethics is entitled, “*Rules of Professional Conduct*.” Should one then infer that professionalism, in its essence, is the practice of law in strict conformity with our ethical rules? Hopefully, not. For many lawyers, professionalism thankfully embraces a higher goal and standard which we should observe for the betterment of the profession and ultimately the good of the public at large.
Professionalism thus honors and even elevates the profession, sometimes even to the detriment of the lawyer or client, and will always be an aspiration to the highest standards of our calling.

If the ethical issue of spoliation is very clear-cut, what does spoliation have to do with professionalism? Well, professionalism should guide us throughout the discovery and evidentiary process and help us curb our selfish inclination to “artful spoliation,” the careful use of evasive verbiage which is not forthcoming and not entirely accurate. Consider sample areas where our advocacy directly conflicts with comprehensive, straight-forward representation. This can arise when surgery is rushed in a personal injury claim, in artful pleadings and discovery responses which obscure facts and the existence of potential evidence; the mid-trial red herrings and harangues of “missing” evidence in front of a jury without request for pre-trial consideration, and a host of other litigation tactics. While these tactics may not violate any rule of ethics, procedure, evidence or substance, they nonetheless undermine the professionalism of our discipline.

We are all confronted almost daily with the difficult choices as officers of the court and advocates. Real and perceived client expectations engender even greater pressure and stress. Hopefully, it is ultimately our professionalism - the respect we hold for our calling and our fellow practitioners - which will allow us to achieve that higher standard.
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